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ABSTRACT  

Objective: Depressive disorders have been associated with increased risk for aging- 

related diseases, possibly as a consequence of accelerated cellular aging. Cellular aging, 

indexed by telomere length (TL) shortening, has been linked to depression in adults 

younger than 60 years; however, it remains unclear whether this is the case in late-life 

depression (age >60 years). The objective of this study was to assess differences in TL 

between persons with current late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons and 

to examine the association between characteristics of late-life depression and TL.  

Methods: In this cross-sectional study using the Netherlands Study of Depression in Older 

Persons, 355 persons with current late-life depression and 128 never-depressed 

comparisons, aged 60-93 years (mean age [SD]: 70.5 [7.4] years, 65% women), were 

recruited through primary care and mental healthcare. Late-life depression was 

established using a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition-

based structured psychiatric interview. Leukocyte TL, expressed in base pairs (bp), was 

determined in fasting blood samples by performing quantitative polymerase chain 

reaction.  

Results: Mean TL did not differ between depressed persons (bp [SD]: 5,035 [431]) and 

never-depressed (bp [SD]: 5,057 [729]) comparisons. Further, TL was not associated with 

severity, duration, and age at onset of depression; comorbid anxiety disorders; anxiety 

symptoms; apathy severity; antidepressant use; benzodiazepine use; cognitive 

functioning; and childhood trauma.  

Conclusion: Late-life depression was not associated with increased cellular aging. This 

absent association, which contradicts observations in younger adults, may be due to the 

potential larger heterogenic nature of late-life depression and lifetime cumulative 

exposure to other TL-damaging factors, possibly overruling effects of late-life depression. 

 

Key words: late-life depression, cellular aging, telomere length, telomere shortening 
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INTRODUCTION 

Depressive disorder has a high disease burden (1), not only caused by severe 

psychological symptomatology, but also due to decreased somatic health. Indeed, 

depressive disorder has been identified as a contributing risk factor for aging-related 

diseases and problems such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension,
 
stroke, 

obesity (2), and even mortality (3).
 
Depressive disorder has been suggested to be a 

gateway to this range of aging-related conditions due to dysregulations of several 

biological stress systems, which in turn are hypothesized to accelerate cellular aging (4).  

Cellular aging can be indexed by the shortening of telomere length (TL). Telomeres 

are nucleic-acid protein complexes situated at the ends of chromosomes that serve to 

protect DNA from damage. During cell division, the very ends of chromosomes are not 

fully replicated, resulting in telomere shortening during each cell division. As a 

counterbalance, an enzyme called telomerase adds telomeric DNA to telomeres and 

thereby decelerates shortening (5). Once telomeres become critically short they 

eventually lose their protective function, which in turn could result in cell senescence and 

apoptosis (6,7). Although a decline in TL with age is inevitable, depressive disorder may 

accelerate the shortening process. Shortened telomeres have been associated with onset 

of cardiovascular disease (8), dementia (9), indicators of arterial stiffness (10), cancer 

(11),
 
and mortality (9,11), although the degree to which telomeres are causally involved in 

these conditions is still unknown. 

In recent years, the cross-sectional association between depressive disorders and TL 

has been increasingly investigated, especially among adults (under 60 years). Adults with 

clinically diagnosed major depressive disorder (MDD) (12-18)
 
have shorter telomeres 

compared to non-depressed comparisons, displaying between 2 (15) and 10 years (12,18) 

of accelerated aging. However, negative results have also been reported, including the 

absence of an association with both depressive disorder (19,20) as well as depressive 

symptoms (21,22). Furthermore, studies that have examined the relationship between 

specific depression characteristics and TL have also yielded inconclusive results. 

Wolkowitz and colleagues (17) showed an inverse association between depression 

severity and TL. Verhoeven and colleagues (18) replicated this association, and found a 

similar association between duration of depression and TL. However, severe depression 

or a longer duration of depression and TL were not associated in two other studies 

(14,16). Taken together, cellular aging seems to be accelerated in depressed adults, 

although whether this is dose-dependent remains less clear.  

The association between depression and TL has been studied less in older persons, 

and so far results in old age have more often been negative. Phillips and colleagues (23) 

studied the depression-TL association in several age cohorts, and only found an inverse 

association between depressive symptoms and TL in the youngest cohort (37 years old), 
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but failed to find such an association in the middle-aged (57 years old) and older (76 years 

old) cohorts. Two other studies among older persons were also not able to confirm an 

association between depressive symptoms and TL in old age (24,25). A fourth study that 

examined the association between clinically diagnosed MDD and TL, found borderline 

significant shorter TL in those with late-life MDD, but this study was performed among 

persons with coronary heart disease, thereby reducing generalizability (26). Given the 

small amount of studies on late-life depression and TL, the association between late-life 

depression and TL remains unclear. One could expect a similar link as reported in younger 

adults, however it is also possible that the association between late-life depression and TL 

is truly less strong due to the fact that lifetime cumulative exposure to TL-damaging 

factors overrules such an association. The current study importantly extends the earlier 

literature by examining the relationship between clinically diagnosed late-life depressive 

disorder and TL, after adjustment for potential sociodemographic and lifestyle 

confounders, in a representative sample. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Study sample 

Data were from the on-going, multi-centre cohort Netherlands Study of Depression in 

Older Persons (NESDO). A detailed description of the NESDO study is provided elsewhere 

(27).
 

Briefly, the aim of the NESDO study is to investigate the natural course, 

determinants, and consequences of late-life depression. NESDO includes persons aged 60 

to 93 years (N=510) with a DSM-IV (28) based depressive disorder (MDD, dysthymia in the 

last six months or a current minor depression) and never-depressed comparisons (no 

lifetime diagnosis of depression). Participants were recruited through outpatient as well 

as inpatient mental health care institutions and general practices. Exclusion criteria were: 

1) not being able to provide written informed consent; 2) not being fluent in Dutch; 3) 

having a primary diagnosis of dementia, a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) (29)
 

score below 18, or being suspected of having dementia by a clinician. The current study 

used baseline data, and excluded persons with pure minor depression (N=13) and those 

with missing data on TL (N=14). Eventually, 483 participants (355 depressed, 128 never-

depressed comparisons) were included in the current study. Measurements were 

conducted between 2007 and 2010, and consisted of a three to four hour assessment at 

one of the participating centres. The study was approved by the Ethical Review Boards of 

all participating centres, and all participants provided written informed consent. 

 

Measures 

Telomere length. Leukocyte TL was determined by Telomere Diagnostics, Inc. (TDx, Menlo 

Park, CA, USA) using fasting blood samples collected between 8:30 and 9:30 AM, which 
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were subsequently stored at -20°C. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was 

used to compare the telomere sequence copy number (T) in each patient’s sample to a 

single-copy gene copy number (S), relative to a reference sample. The resulting T/S ratio 

was proportional to mean TL. A detailed description of the method is provided elsewhere 

(18).
 
To be able to compare the T/S ratio to outcomes of TL from studies using Southern 

blot analysis (telomere restriction fragments, TRF), the T/S ratio was converted into base 

pairs (bp). Lin and colleagues (30) used the following formula: bp=3274+2413*T/S based 

on comparison of T/S ratios and TRF analysis of a series of genomic DNA samples from 

the human fibroblast cell line IMR90. Comparison of the T/S ratios of 8 quality control 

DNA samples from the TDx lab that were included on each PCR run, generated the 

following formula: T/S(Lin et al.)=(T/S(TDx)-0.0545)/1.16. Therefore, the final formula used to 

convert T/S ratios to bp is: bp=3274+2413x((T/S-0.0545)/1.16). The 8 included quality 

control DNA samples on each PCR run illustrated a small intra-assay coefficient of 

variation (CV=5.1%), and sufficiently low inter-assay CV (CV=4.6%), indicating that the 

reliability of the assay was adequate. 

 

Late-life depression and characteristics of late-life depression. Current (6-month recency) 

and lifetime depression diagnoses were determined using the Composite International 

Diagnostic Interview (CIDI, World Health Organization version 2.1, lifetime). The CIDI was 

also used to determine duration of the longest depressive episode, age of onset of the 

first depressive episode, the number of depressive episodes so far, and presence of any 

co-morbid anxiety disorders (generalized anxiety disorder, social phobia, panic disorder, 

and agoraphobia). Depression severity was measured using the Inventory of Depressive 

Symptoms (IDS) (31), a 30-item self-report questionnaire rated on a 0 to 3 scale, with a 

total score range from 0 to 84. Anxiety symptoms were assessed using the 21-item Beck 

Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (32),
 
rated on a 4-point scale from 0 (‘not at all’) to 3 (‘severely’) 

with total scores ranging from 0 to 63. Apathy severity was assessed using the Apathy 

Scale (AS) (33), a 14-item self-report questionnaire with answer categories from 0 (‘not at 

all’) to 4 (‘a lot’) and a total score range from 0 to 42. Participants’ medication use was 

classified according to the World Health Organization Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical 

(ATC) classification (34), into the use of tricyclic antidepressants (TCA) [ATC-code N06AA], 

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) [ATC-code N06AB] or other antidepressants 

[ATC-codes N06AF, N06AG, N06AX], and the use of benzodiazepines [ATC-codes N03Ae, 

N05BA, N05CD, N05CF]. Cognitive functioning was measured using the 11-item Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE) (29), in which a total of 30 points can be obtained. A 

higher score indicates better cognitive functioning. Childhood trauma was measured 

using the Childhood Trauma Index (CTI) (35), by asking participants whether they were 

physically or sexually abused, or emotionally or psychologically neglected, before age 16. 
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Answer categories for each question were 0 (‘never’), 1 (‘sometimes’), or 2 (‘regularly or 

often’), resulting in a total score range from 0 to 8. 

 

Covariates. Participants’ age, sex and years of education were obtained during the 

baseline interview. Smoking was measured in cigarette years, the average number of 

cigarettes smoked per day multiplied by the number of years of smoking. Alcohol use was 

categorized into ‘non-drinkers’, ‘moderate drinkers’ (women ≤14 drinks per week, men 

≤21 drinks), and ‘heavy drinkers’ (women >14 drinks per week, men >21 drinks). Physical 

activity was assessed by the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ)(36) 
 
and 

expressed in 1000 Metabolic Equivalent Total (MET)-minutes per week ((MET-

level*minutes of activity*events per week)/1000) (37).
 

Body Mass Index (BMI, 

weight/(length²)) was split into four categories: underweight (BMI <18.5), normal weight 

(BMI ≥18.5 and <25), overweight (BMI ≥25 and ≤30), and obese (BMI >30). Finally, the 

presence of chronic diseases (i.e. lung disease, cardiac diseases, atherosclerotic disease, 

cerebrovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, malignant neoplasms, and osteoarthritis) (38) 

for which participants received treatment was assessed.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Baseline sociodemographic and lifestyle characteristics were compared between persons 

with late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons using Chi-squared statistics 

for categorical variables, independent samples t-tests for continuous variables, and 

Mann-Whitney U-tests for non-normally distributed variables. Differences in TL between 

persons with late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons were examined using 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). These differences were also assessed while only 

selecting those with a dysthymia diagnosis, in order to examine differences between the 

most persistent cases of late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons, and while 

only selecting those with pure MDD. Cohen’s D was calculated to estimate effect size. The 

independent associations between covariates and TL were examined using multiple 

regression analysis. Taking into account the putative effects of age and chronic diseases, 

we examined whether age (median split: ≤69 years, and 70 or older) and chronic diseases 

(present or not) moderated the association between TL and late-life depression by 

conducting ANCOVAs including interaction terms between these variables and late-life 

depression. Additional ANCOVAs were conducted to compare subgroups of persons with 

late-life depression (e.g. groups with different severity levels) with never-depressed 

comparisons. Finally, the association between characteristics of late-life depression and 

TL was assessed within the group of depressed persons by performing multiple linear 

regression analyses. We performed three models, 1) an unadjusted model, 2) model 1 

additionally adjusted for sociodemographics, and 3) model 2 additionally adjusted for 
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lifestyle and health factors. Because late-life depression is a heterogeneous concept and 

could have different etiologies, we performed sensitivity analyses using cutoffs of 50 and 

60 years for age of depression onset in order to directly compare persons with an early 

and late onset of depression. All analyses were performed using SPSS version 20 for 

Windows (IBM SPSS Statistics, IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York). 

 

RESULTS 

Baseline characteristics and mean TL for persons with current late-life depression and 

never-depressed comparisons, and psychopathology characteristics of those with current 

late-life depression are shown in Table 1. Nearly three-quarters of the study sample was 

currently depressed (73.5%), whereas the other 26.5% constituted the group of never-

depressed comparisons who never had a diagnosis of depression during their lifetime. 

Compared to these never-depressed comparisons, those with current late-life depression 

had less years of education, were more often non-drinkers, were less physically active, 

and had more chronic diseases (all p<.001), but no differences in age, sex, cigarette years, 

and BMI were observed.  

TL was normally distributed, and unadjusted mean (SD) TL was 5041 (379) bp for the 

total sample. Age (B=-13.62, df=12, 470, p<.001), sex (B=97.16, df=12, 470, p=.01), and 

chronic diseases (B=-39.77, df=12, 470, p=.01) were independently associated with TL 

(Table 2). An average shortening rate of 14 base pairs per year was observed, and TL 

seemed to decline linearly with age (Figure 1). Females had longer TL compared to males 

(mean (SD) TL females = 5063.55 (373.17) bp, mean (SD) TL males = 4999.34 (387.48) bp, 

adjusted for age), and having more chronic diseases was associated with shorter TL. TL 

was not associated with years of education, cigarette years, alcohol use, physical activity, 

and BMI. 

Before as well as after adjusting for sociodemographic and lifestyle covariates, no 

differences in mean TL were found between persons with late-life depression (mean 

(SD)=5035 (431) bp) and never-depressed comparisons (mean (SD)=5057 (729) bp, 

F=0.29, df=1, 470, p=.59, Cohen’s D=-0.04, sociodemographics-adjusted). When only 

selecting those with dysthymia and thereby excluding persons with pure MDD, again no 

differences in TL were found between those with current late-life depression (mean 

(SD)=5029 (565) bp) and never-depressed comparisons (mean (SD)=5062 (493) bp,  

F=0.41, df=1, 222, p=.52, Cohen’s D=-0.06, sociodemographics-adjusted). Also, when only 

selecting persons with pure MDD and excluding persons with (co-morbid) dysthymia, no 

differences in TL were found between persons with current late-life depression (mean 

(SD)=5032 (359) bp) and never-depressed comparisons (mean (SD)=5049 (364) bp,  

F=0.19, df=1, 372, p=.67, Cohen’s D=-0.05, sociodemographics-adjusted). Age (≤69 years 

versus 70 or older) and chronic diseases (no chronic diseases versus one or more chronic 
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of persons with current late-life depression (N = 355) and 

never-depressed comparisons (N = 128), and psychopathology characteristics for those 

with late-life depression only (N = 355) 

 Late-life 
depression 

Never 
depressed 

Test value 
a
 

(df) 
p 

Demographics     

Age, mean (SD) 70.6 (7.4) 70.1 (7.2) t=-0.66(481) .51 

Female sex, n (%)  235 (66.2)  79 (61.7)  X²=0.83(1)  .36 

Years of education, mean (SD) 10.3 (3.4) 12.5 (3.5) t=5.97(481) <.001 

Lifestyle     

Cigarette years, median (IQR) 100.0 (435.0) 170.0 (598.8) U=21567 .38 

Alcohol use   X²=30.97(2) <.001 

 non-drinker, n (%) 140 (39.4)  17 (13.3)    

 moderate drinker, n (%) 200 ( 56.3)  99 (77.3)    

 heavy drinker, n (%) 15 (4.2)  12 (9.4)    

Physical activity, median (IQR)  1.6 (3.0) 2.6 (3.0) U=17213 <.001 

Body Mass Index   X²=3.81(3) .28 

 underweight, n (%) 5 (1.4)  1 (0.8)    

 normal weight, n (%) 146 (41.1)  41 (32.0)    

 overweight, n (%) 144 (40.6)  60 (46.9)    

 obese, n (%) 60 (16.9)  26 (20.3)    

Chronic diseases, mean (SD) 1.6 (1.2) 1.1 (1.0) t=-4.1(276.6) <.001 

Telomere length
 
     

Base pairs (unadjusted), mean 
(SD) 

5036 (389) 5055 (350) F=0.23(1, 470)
d
 .63 

Base pairs (sociodemographics 
adjusted)

b
, mean (SD) 

5035 (431) 5057 (729) F=0.29(1, 470) .59 

Base pairs (fully adjusted)
c
, 

mean (SD) 
5039 (436) 5048 (755) F=0.05(1, 470) .82 

 Late-life 
depression  

   

Psychopathology     

Depression type    

 Pure MDD, n (%)  249 (70.1)    

 Pure dysthymia, n (%)  6 (1.7)    

 Co-morbid MDD and 
dysthymia, n (%) 

 92 (25.9)    

Other 
e
, n (%)  8 (2.3)    
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Depression severity (IDS),  
   mean (SD), range  

30.36 (12.97), 3-60   

Duration of longest episode,  
  mean (SD)  

29.67 (51.55)    

Number of episodes      

 1 episode, n (%)  175 (50.1)    

 2 episodes, n (%)  60 (17.2)    

 3 or more episodes, n (%)  114 (32.7)    

Age of onset first episode,  
   mean (SD), range   

49.10 (20.36), 4-86   

Co-morbid anxiety disorder, n 
(%)  

 138 (38.9)    

Anxiety symptoms (BAI),  
  mean (SD)  

17.61 (11.52)    

Apathy severity (AS), mean (SD)  17.32 (5.60)    

Antidepressant use      

 Tricyclic antidepressant, n (%)   78 (22.0)    

 Selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitor, n (%)  

94 (26.6)    

 Other antidepressants, n (%)   101 (28.5)    

Benzodiazepine use, n (%)  141 (39.7)    

Cognitive functioning (MMSE), 
mean (SD) 

27.74 (1.97)    

Childhood trauma (CTI), mean 
(SD) 

1.49 (2.11)    

Notes: Bold type indicates statistically significant difference. Abbreviations: IDS = Inventory of 

Depressive Symptomatology, BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory, AS = Apathy Scale, MMSE = Mini-Mental 

State Examination, CTI = Childhood Trauma Index, MDD = major depressive disorder. 
a 

Continuous variables analysed using independent samples t-tests, categorical variables analysed 

using Chi-squared statistics, non-normally distributed variables analysed using independent 

samples Mann-Whitney U-tests, differences in telomere length analysed using analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA)  
b 

Adjusted for age, sex, years of education 
c 
Adjusted for age, sex, years of education, number of cigarette years, alcohol use, physical activity, 

Body Mass Index, and number of chronic diseases 
d 

df model, df error 
e 

2.0% MDD and minor depression (n=7); 0.3% MDD, dysthymia and minor depression (n=1)  
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Notes: Bold type indicates statistically significant difference.  
a 

df model = 12, 470, df t-test = 482 

 

diseases) were not effect modifiers in the association between TL and late-life depression 

(p interaction=.13 for age, p interaction=.71 for chronic diseases). Finally, no differences 

in TL were observed between never-depressed comparisons and persons with an early or 

late onset of the first depressive episode, persons with different levels of depression 

severity, persons with a different number of depressive episodes, and persons with 

different durations of their longest depressive episode (all p>.50, data not shown).  

Results of the multiple regression analyses examining the association between 

specific characteristics of late-life depression and TL within the currently depressed 

(N=355) are shown in Table 3. Depression severity, duration of the longest depressive 

episode, the number of depressive episodes, age of onset of the first episode, presence of 

co-morbid anxiety disorders, anxiety symptoms, apathy severity, antidepressant use, 

benzodiazepine use, cognitive functioning, and childhood trauma were not associated  

with TL (all p>.20). Sensitivity analyses in which persons with a depression onset before 

and after age 50, or before and after age 60, were analyzed separately did not change any 

of our findings (data not shown).  

 

Table 2. Fully-adjusted association between depression status and telomere length, and 
the association between included covariates and telomere length within the depressed 
group (N = 355), using multiple regression analysis. 

 B SE t
a
 p 

Depression status -9.51 40.97 -0.23 .82 

Age -13.62 2.38 -5.72 <.001 

Sex 97.16 36.33 2.67 .01 

Years of education -2.86 5.11 -0.56 .58 

Cigarette years -0.02 0.04 -0.47 .64 

Alcohol use     

 Non-drinker ref    

 Moderate drinker 17.74 37.78 0.47 .64 

 Heavy drinker -112.92 79.15 -1.43 .15 

Physical activity -0.001 0.01 -0.11 .91 

Body Mass Index     

 Underweight -61.09 152.16 -0.40 .69 

 Normal weight ref    

 Overweight -10.30 37.38 -0.28 .78 

 Obese -15.73 49.41 -0.32 .75 

Chronic diseases -39.77 14.86 -2.68 .01 
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Figure 1. Scatterplot showing the linear association between telomere length and age for 

persons with late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons 
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a 
Adjusted for age, sex, years of education, number of cigarette years, alcohol use, physical activity, 

Body Mass Index, and number of chronic diseases. Abbreviations: IDS = Inventory of Depressive 

Symptomatology, BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory, AS = Apathy Scale, MMSE = Mini-Mental State 

Examination, CTI = Childhood Trauma Index.  

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated whether late-life depression and characteristics of late-life 

depression were associated with leukocyte TL. Overall, we found no differences in mean 

TL between persons with late-life depression and never-depressed comparisons. Also, we 

did not find differences between specific subgroups of persons with late-life depression 

and never-depressed comparisons. TL was not associated with any of the specific 

characteristics of late-life depression (i.e. depression severity, duration of the longest 

depressive episode, number of depressive episodes, age of onset of the first episode, co-

morbid anxiety disorder, anxiety symptoms, apathy severity, antidepressant use, 

Table 3. Association between psychopathology characteristics and telomere length within 

the depressed group (N = 355), using multiple regression analysis 

 Fully adjusted
a
 

 B SE t (df) p 

Depression severity (IDS) -0.74 1.67 -0.44 (349) .66 

Duration of longest episode -0.49 0.40 -1.21 (344) .23 

Number of depressive episodes -1.92 1.51 -1.28 (344) .20 

Age of onset of first episode 1.24 1.08 1.15 (346) .25 

Co-morbid anxiety disorder 20.72 42.67 0.49 (354) .63 

Anxiety symptoms (BAI) -0.37 1.96 -0.19 (328) .85 

Apathy severity (AS) -2.22 3.91 -0.57 (329) .57 

Antidepressant use     

 Tricyclic antidepressant 3.40 56.36 0.06 (351) .95 

  Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor -31.47 50.95 -0.62 (351) .54 

 Other antidepressant -9.30 49.19 -0.19 (351) .85 

Benzodiazepine use -23.87 44.18 -0.54 (354) .59 

Cognitive functioning (MMSE) -13.05 10.58 -1.23 (354) .22 

Childhood trauma index (CTI) -5.51 10.07 -0.55 (352) .58 
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benzodiazepine use, cognitive functioning, and childhood trauma). In summary, there 

appeared to be no evidence for accelerated cellular aging in late-life depression.   

The current findings corroborate previous studies on TL and late-life depression. 

Phillips and colleagues (23), Huzen and colleagues (24), and Rius-Ottenheim and 

colleagues (25), found no association between TL and depressive symptoms in older 

persons. Hoen and colleagues (26) only found a borderline significant association 

between TL and clinically diagnosed late-life depression. In adults below 60, however, 

substantial evidence exists for the presence of an association between TL and depressive 

disorder (12-18,23), which contradicts the current findings. Moreover, although findings 

have been inconsistent, literature suggests that severity of depression and duration of 

depression are also associated with TL in adults (19,20). Our study failed to find such 

associations in late-life depression. The association between depressive disorder and TL 

thus seems to differ between younger adults and older persons. 

There are several explanations that could clarify our non-significant findings. First, 

the etiology and presentation of depression may differ across age groups. Among the 

most evident risk factors for late-life depression are several aging-related problems, such 

as chronic diseases, cognitive and functional impairment, and loss of social contacts (39). 

Additionally, several depression characteristics have been found to be more prevalent in 

either adults or older persons. A recent meta-analysis by Hegeman and colleagues (40) 

showed that agitation, hypochondriasis, and somatic symptoms are more likely to be 

present in late-life depression. As especially late-life depression is associated with the 

presence of aging-related diseases and problems, one could expect an association 

between late-life depression and TL. However, as a result of aging-related diseases, the 

overall length of telomeres of never-depressed comparisons may be relatively more 

damaged in older persons compared to younger adults, thereby reducing differences in 

TL between those with and without late-life depression. Nonetheless, our data can not 

substantiate this explanation, as this requires longitudinal data that show whether or not 

the TL difference between depressed persons and never-depressed comparisons truly 

diminishes over time due to e.g. somatic health issues that arise. Second, TL itself may be 

affected differently in older persons compared to adults. In this study, we found no 

associations between TL and lifestyle factors, while TL has been associated with smoking, 

BMI and alcohol use (18)
  

in younger adults
 

previously. The explanation for these 

inconsistencies is not clear, but in older persons the accumulation of lifetime exposure to 

cellular exhaustion may be of such large magnitude that a single variable, especially one 

reflecting the current situation such as alcohol use, is not effective enough in affecting TL 

independently. Moreover, as suggested by Muezzinler and colleagues (41), specific events 

or environmental circumstances belonging to a certain time period may affect an entire 

birth cohort and may explain differences in TL between older persons and adults. Fourth, 
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our study might reveal a healthy survivor effect; those with the most damaged TL may 

have already died prematurely or could be in such bad condition that participation in this 

study was not feasible, which may have resulted in an underestimation of the true impact 

of late-life depression on TL.  

The current study was one of the first studies to assess the association between 

DSM-IV (28) diagnosed depression and TL rather than depressive symptoms in older 

persons, and the first to examine the association between a range of late-life depression 

characteristics and TL. Those with late-life depression were recruited through primary 

care and mental health care, thereby creating a rather complete representation of the 

depressed population. Additionally, confounding was minimalized by extensively 

adjusting analyses for demographic and lifestyle variables. Also, it is not likely that our 

study was underpowered to detect significant findings. Firstly, because prior studies that 

did find significant TL differences were based on much smaller sample sizes (12-14). 

Secondly, when considering our sample size (N = 483), the mean (SD) TL of never-

depressed persons (5057 (729) bp, sociodemographics adjusted), and a power of .80, we 

would have been able to detect a difference in TL when depressed persons would have 

had approximately 4865 bp. In previous studies, smaller (18) as well as larger (12,14) 

significant differences in bp have been found. Despite these strengths, some limitations 

should be noted as well. Like most previous studies on this topic, the current study had a 

cross-sectional design. Therefore, no causal conclusions could be drawn. Future studies 

should investigate the longitudinal relationship between (late-life) depression and TL. 

Although our sample was representative for depressed outpatients, our findings may not 

be generalizable to more severely depressed persons receiving inpatient treatment. 

Further, no measure of lifetime duration of depression was included in NESDO. Instead, 

the number of depressive episodes and the duration of the longest depressive episode 

were assessed, but these variables did also not hint to the existence of a potential dose-

response association with TL. We included current antidepressant use as a depression 

characteristic in our analyses. We had no information about the lifetime duration of 

untreated depression, but it might be worthwhile to take this information into account in 

future studies. We also did not measure telomerase activity. Telomerase activity is 

associated with TL maintenance, and has previously been found to be elevated in adult 

MDD patients (42). It would be of interest to study these concepts simultaneously in 

future studies. In the current study qPCR was used to determine TL. Although this method 

shows good correlation with the Southern blot, another widely used method, qPCR has 

greater measurement error compared to the Southern blot (43). Nonetheless, it seems 

unlikely that current findings can be attributed to measurement errors, as the samples of 

TL obtained in the current study were analyzed in the same run as the samples obtained 

in the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety (NESDA). Verhoeven and colleagues 
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(18) found considerable associations between TL and depressive disorder in adults 

participating in the NESDA study. Further, we did find the expected association between 

TL and age, sex, and chronic diseases, and the shortening rate of 14 bp per year found in 

our study is similar to shortening rates found previously in adults (14-20 bp per year) 

(14,16,18), which further indicates that our method to assess TL is valid.  

To conclude, the current study showed that late-life depression and characteristics 

of late-life depression were not associated with TL. This conflicts with findings in adults 

under 60 years, where there is substantial evidence for a relationship between 

depression and cellular aging. The differences may suggest that earlier-life versus late-life 

depression are different concepts. The current null-findings in older persons may be 

explained by the heterogeneity of late-life depression patients, and the cumulative 

exposure to TL-damaging factors may limit the visible impact of individual risk factors on 

TL at old age.  
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